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This special issue welcomes contributions that throw light on translation mainly as an exercise of 

power, cultural memory, identity negotiation, or as an ethical response to otherness. The end of the 

19
th

 century and the 20
th

 century in particular are rich in episodes that show that linguistic, cultural and 

national identities have hardly been confined to one nation-state but often extrapolate to diasporas or 

pervade languages and cultures of migrating communities. The role of translators and translation, 

either translation proper or as a metaphor to (re)examine the multiplicity of cultural practices, is 

decisive to understand such movements in, out and across a globalized world where translation flows 

have become a defining factor: a “transland”. Further research is needed addressing this locus of 

inquiry as well as the power and impact of translation and its agents on the construction and reshaping 

of cultural memory, especially in postcolonial or dictatorial regimes, and of such notions as homeland, 

citizenship, identity, gender, language, and history itself. Contributions focusing on colonial and 

postcolonial Portugal are particularly welcome: how have translation practices been used to supply 

imperial needs? How has knowledge about otherness been constructed and disseminated in 

Portugal? Which narratives have been produced in (post)colonial Portugal as forms of inclusion, 

subversion or power legitimation? 

 

Other suggested topic areas include, but are not limited to: 

 How are forms of inclusion, subversion or legitimation articulated in a target system? 

 Can translation be an ethical response to otherness? What is then the role of narratives and agents 

between and across times, spaces and genres? 

 How have translation practices been used to supply imperial needs? 

–  What strategies, tools or networks have empires developed to guarantee communication between 

centre and periphery/peripheries? 
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We invite submissions of: 

 

– original articles in English or Portuguese of 5,000 to 6,000 words in length (excluding notes, 

references and appendixes); 

 

– original reviews in English or Portuguese of 2,000 to 4,000 words in length of relevant works in 

Translation Studies (theory, criticism, or history of translation) published in the last five years; 

 

– original reviews in English or Portuguese of 2,000 to 4,000 words in length commenting on 

translated works between different language pairs and across different genres. 

 

 

You must first send a 500-600 word abstract with title and short bionote (c. 100 words) by email to 

the guest editors at joduarte@mail.telepac.pt, carvalho_manuela@hotmail.com, and egma@sapo.pt. 

Upon acceptance of your proposal, you will be invited to submit your full manuscript. All manuscripts 

that meet the journal’s standards and requirements will undergo the regular peer review and editorial 

procedures followed by the journal. 

 

 

Schedule 

 

Date Issue 

29 February 2016 Deadline for abstract submission to guest editors 

15 March 2016 Notification of acceptance 

1 July 2016 Deadline for paper submission to guest editors at 

joduarte@mail.telepac.pt, 

carvalho_manuela@hotmail.com, and 

egma@sapo.pt 

January 2017 Date of publication 
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